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Art is not only a mirror, reflecting 
the world, but also an 
independent, self-sufficient 
image creation. It relies on 
rhythm, rhythm, form harmony, 
and color coordination to 
establish its own, affectionate 
and small universe, using reason 
and The combination of nature 
gathers wisdom from aesthetics, 
engineering, materials science 
and manufacturing to explore the 
beauty of life at a deeper level.

                                                                                                                                                                                 
Living in art

Beautiful things blend with nature 
on the one hand, and are consistent 
with human ideals on the other.



PROFESSION



CAR SERIES

HOTEL  SERIES



www.cbsa.ltd

Ceiling: Rose gold mirror stainless steel frame with LED 
downlight photo
In the middle, there is a woven decorative board in the middle, 
which hides the light strip.
Side wall and rear wall
Center plate: stainless steel with rose gold mirror hairline craft 
on the back wall.
Leather finish with rose gold hairline stainless steel frame.
Auxiliary board: wood veneer
Armrest: Rose gold hairline stainless steel armrest.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC marble floor or marble Parquet.

CBSA-801

CBSA-802

Suspended ceiling: steel plate spray paint 
imitation wood shape supplemented by downlight
Rear wall: wood decoration frame plus middle 
mirror etching, auxiliary plate color steel splicing
Left and right wall: wood grain color steel in the 
middle of the wood decoration frame, color steel 
splicing of auxiliary board
Armrest: Wood grain titanium armrest
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic

Suspended ceiling: steel plate spray paint 
imitation wood shape supplemented by downlight
Rear wall: wood decoration frame plus middle 
mirror etching, auxiliary plate color steel splicing
Left and right wall: wood grain color steel in the 
middle of the wood decoration frame, color steel 
splicing of auxiliary board
Armrest: Wood grain titanium armrest
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic

CBSA-803



www.cbsa.ltd

CBSA-805 CBSA-806

Suspended ceiling: wooden paint frame, silver foil 
in the middle, hidden lights around.
Side wall and rear wall
Center panel: wood veneer frame with silver 
mirror.
Auxiliary board: wood veneer.
Armrest: wood and titanium combination armrest.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet 
floor.

Suspended ceiling: wooden frame sprayed with 
gold foil in the middle.
Side wall and rear wall
Center board: Tea mirror etched flowers, wood 
veneer.
Auxiliary board: wood veneer (ebony), tea mirror.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet 
floor.

CBSA-804

Ceiling: Wooden ceiling frame, downlight lighting.
Side wall and rear wall
Rear wall: wood veneer, advertising frame, mirror 
stainless steel.
Side wall: wood veneer, fabric.
Armrest: stainless steel leather covered armrest.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet floor.
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CBSA-808 CBSA-809

Suspended ceiling: wooden paint frame, silver foil 
in the middle, hidden lights around.
Side wall and rear wall
Center panel: wood veneer frame with silver 
mirror.
Auxiliary board: wood veneer.
Armrest: wood and titanium combination armrest.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet 
floor.

Suspended ceiling: wooden frame sprayed with 
gold foil in the middle.
Side wall and rear wall
Center board: Tea mirror etched flowers, wood 
veneer.
Auxiliary board: wood veneer (ebony), tea mirror.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet 
floor.

CBSA-807

Ceiling: Wooden ceiling frame, downlight lighting.
Side wall and rear wall
Rear wall: wood veneer, advertising frame, mirror 
stainless steel.
Side wall: wood veneer, fabric.
Armrest: stainless steel leather covered armrest.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet floor.



CBSA-811 CBSA-812

Ceiling: corrugated board, paste gold foil.
Rear wall: wood finish, varnish, advertising frame, 
mirror surface.
Side wall: wood veneer, mirror surface.
Armrest: wood and titanium combination armrest.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet 
floor.

Ceiling: Corrugated board, hidden light strip in the 
middle, black titanium mirror stainless steel.
Rear wall: black gold flower marble frame, 
corrugated board, titanium gold and pattern 
board,
Advertising frame, titanium mirror etching.
Side wall: wood veneer (Longfeng Tan).
Armrest: wood and titanium combined armrest.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet 
floor

CBSA-810

Ceiling: Rose gold mirror frame plus central titanium 
hairline plate supplemented by ceiling light
Rear wall: Rose gold mirror etched center plate, wood 
grain color steel auxiliary plate
Left and right walls: hard cladding center board, wood 
grain color steel auxiliary board
Armrest: Wood grain titanium armrest
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic

www.cbsa.ltd
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CBSA-814 CBSA-815

Ceiling: silver paint on wooden frame, decorative 
lights in the middle.
Center panel: wood veneer, side mirror.
Auxiliary board: wood veneer.
Handrail: Stainless steel and wood combined 
handrail.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet 
floor.

Suspended ceiling: wooden frame, luxurious 
ceiling lamp lighting in the middle.
Center plate: Mercury mirror, engraving process, 
imitation mahogany finish.
Auxiliary board: imitation mahogany finish.
Armrest: Titanium hairline stainless steel armrest.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet 
floor.

CBSA-813

Suspended ceiling: Rose-blonde border frame 
supplemented by the middle and chandeliers
Rear wall: wood grain color steel and engraved 
modeling center plate
Mirror stainless steel auxiliary plate
Left and right walls: wooden frame shape plus wood 
grain color steel
Handrail: Wood grain handrail
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic



CBSA-817 CBSA-818

Suspended ceiling: wooden arched ceiling.
Side wall and back wall: Angoli shadow decorative 
panel, solid wood lines, cosmetic mirror,
Marble lamp.
Armrest: Round wood and titanium combined 
single-tube armrest.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet 
floor.

Suspended ceiling: wooden frame, latex paint, 
hidden light belt, downlight lighting.
Rear wall: marble, wood trim, mirror stainless 
steel.
Side wall: marble, mirror stainless steel.
Handrail: Wooden handrail.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet 
floor.

CBSA-816

Ceiling: Imitation wood-shaped frame supplemented by 
downlights, plus gold foil in the middle
Rear wall: wood veneer shape center plate, titanium 
mirror etched stainless
Steel auxiliary board
Left and right walls: wood veneer modeling center plate, 
titanium mirror surface is not etched
Stainless steel auxiliary board
Handrail: Titanium hairline stainless steel handrail
Car bottom: marble / PVC mosaic

www.cbsa.ltd



CBSA-820 CBSA-821

Suspended ceiling: wood decoration with 
downlight
Rear wall: tea mirror color glass center plate plus 
wood grain color steel
Left and right walls: wood grain color steel center 
board, auxiliary board
Armrest: rose gold hairline armrest
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic

Ceiling: Titanium mirror stainless steel with gold 
foil in the middle.
Rear wall: wooden frame, wallpaper, titanium 
mirror insert, titanium mirror.
Side wall: wooden frame, wallpaper, titanium 
mirror insert, titanium mirror.
Armrest: Titanium mirror flat armrest.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet 
floor.

CBSA-819

Suspended ceiling: steel plate sprayed with gold foil in 
the middle.
Side wall and back wall: wood carving, mirror, wood 
veneer.
Armrest: Black titanium hairline stainless steel armrest.
Car bottom: mm thick PVC or marble parquet floor.

www.cbsa.ltd



CBSA-823 CBSA-824

Ceiling: wooden frame, rose gold mirror in the 
middle, hidden light belt and downlight
Lighting Design.
Rear wall: wood molding, middle wood veneer 
combined with marble veneer,
Mirrors on both sides.
Side wall: wood molding, mirror in the middle, 
leather finishes on both sides.
Armrest: solid wood round armrest.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC marble floor or marble 
mosaic.

Ceiling: Titanium mirror stainless steel, downlight 
lighting, hidden light belt.
Rear wall: Titanium mirror etching, wood frame, 
titanium mirror on both sides.
Side wall: leather finish, wooden frame.
Armrest: Titanium mirror flat armrest.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC marble floor or marble 
mosaic.

CBSA-822

Ceiling: Painted steel plate with gold foil.
Side and back walls: etched rose gold mirror and wood 
veneer.
Handrail: Round wooden handrail.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet floor.

www.cbsa.ltd



CBSA-826 CBSA-827

Suspended ceiling: wooden suspended ceiling, 
downlight lighting.
Rear wall: Art glass painting, titanium frame, 
leather cover.
Side wall: leather cover, mirror stainless steel, 
titanium frame.
Handrail: Wooden craft handrail.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet 
floor.

Suspended ceiling: wooden suspended ceiling, 
hidden lights around, latex paint.
Rear wall: wooden collage wood veneer, 
advertising frame, car side glass.
Side wall: Car side glass.
Handrail: Wooden handrail.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet 
floor.

CBSA-825

Ceiling: Wooden ceiling frame, downlight lighting.
Rear wall: wood veneer, auxiliary plate mirror stainless 
steel.
Side wall: wood veneer.
Handrail: Wooden handrail.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet floor.

www.cbsa.ltd



CBSA-829 CBSA-830

Ceiling: Rose gold stainless steel mirror cutout 
board and white organic board.
Side wall and rear wall
Center plate: rose gold, mirror, etching, hairline, 
and pattern.
Auxiliary board: mirror surface.
Armrest: Rose gold stainless steel tube triple 
combination armrest.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet 
floor.

Ceiling: Mirror stainless steel.
Side wall and rear wall: wood veneer, mirror 
stainless steel.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet 
floor (carpet).

CBSA-828

Suspended ceiling: painted steel plate, pasted with gold 
foil, downlight lighting.
Side wall and back wall: front marble, wood frame glass 
mirror.
Combination of hard foreskin on both sides and mirror 
stainless steel.
Armrest: Wooden round armrest.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet floor.

www.cbsa.ltd



CBSA-832 CBSA-833

Suspended ceiling: the middle is the flat top of the 
shadow, and the sides are stainless steel bottom 
plates supplemented by tubes
Soft light lighting design of the lamp
Car wall: center plate is mirror stainless steel, 
auxiliary plate is wood grain color steel / wood
Facing and stainless steel decorative strip 
stitching
Armrest: solid wood armrest
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic

Ceiling: Titanium mirror stainless steel or color 
frame supplemented by downlight, the middle is 
white
Acrylic transparent board
Left and right walls: wood grain color steel / wood 
veneer
Rear wall: Painted decorative frame inlaid with 
marbling color steel / marble finish
Armrest: combination of solid wood and titanium
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic

CBSA-831

Ceiling: Titanium hairline stainless steel frame plus 
central acrylic transparent plate
Rear wall: mirror stainless steel center plate, tea mirror 
color mirror stainless steel auxiliary plate
Left and right walls: hard-packed shape center plate, tea 
mirror color mirror stainless steel auxiliary plate
Handrail: Hairline stainless steel handrail
Car bottom: pvc / marble mosaic

www.cbsa.ltd



CBSA-835 CBSA-836

Ceiling: Titanium mirror stainless steel bottom 
plate supplemented with downlight, the middle is 
titanium mirror
Stainless steel hollow plate and white acrylic 
transparent plate
Car wall: wood grain color steel / wood veneer, 
titanium, mirror, etching
Armrest: combination of solid wood and titanium
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic

Ceiling: Titanium mirror stainless steel or color 
steel frame supplemented by downlight
Car wall: Rose gold etching, rose gold mirror 
stainless steel, wood grain veneer
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic

CBSA-834

Suspended ceiling: cream-colored paint decorative 
frame supplemented by downlights, acrylic in the middle
Idol.
Left and right wall: wood grain color steel supplemented 
with wooden decorative frame
Rear wall: Auxiliary board is wood grain color steel, 
center board is golden paint decoration frame
Titanium-inlaid mirror-etched stainless steel
Armrest: Organic column armrest
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic

www.cbsa.ltd
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CBSA-838 CBSA-839

Ceiling: Rose gold mirror stainless steel frame 
supplemented by downlight
Car wall: Mirror stainless steel, leather grain film, 
wood grain color steel / wood veneer
Armrest: Stainless steel tube matt short grain
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic

Ceiling: mirror stainless steel frame, acrylic 
painting, downlight
Car wall: mirror, etching, hairline
Armrest: solid wood
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic

CBSA-837

Suspended ceiling: wood-like frame with titanium mirror 
in the middle
Stainless steel transparent plate
Rear wall: spliced center plate with imitation marble 
shape, titanium mirror etching
Stainless steel plate
Left and right walls: Titanium mirror-etched stainless 
steel center plate, imitating marble
Splicing auxiliary board
Armrest: Wood grain titanium armrest
Car bottom: marble / pvc stitching



www.cbsa.ltd

CBSA-841 CBSA-842

Ceiling: Titanium stainless steel bottom plate 
supplemented with downlights, the middle is 
arched white
Soft light illumination design of transparent board
Car wall: Titanium, mirror, etching, hairline
Armrest: solid wood armrest
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic

Ceiling: Soft lighting design of wide arched white 
organic shading board
Car wall: mirror surface, etching craft board, wood 
grain veneer
Armrest: Organic crystal armrest
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble floor

CBSA-840

Ceiling: Milky white paint frame supplemented by 
downlight plus gold foil in the middle
Rear wall: Titanium mirror etched stainless steel center 
plate, tea mirror color mirror
Auxiliary board
Left and right walls: leather hard-coated center board, 
tea-glass color auxiliary board
Armrest: Wood grain titanium armrest
Car bottom: marble / PVC mosaic



www.cbsa.ltd

CBSA-844 CBSA-845

Ceiling: Diamond-shaped transparent lamp post, 
plus arched white translucent soft light
Lighting Design
Car wall: hairline, etching, cherry wood finish
Handrail: Wooden handrail
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble floor or 
marble mosaic

Ceiling: stainless steel mirror hollow board and 
white organic board
Side wall and rear wall
Center plate: titanium, mirror, etching, wood finish
Auxiliary plate: titanium, mirror
Handrail: Titanium stainless steel tube triple 
combination handrail
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble floor or 
marble mosaic

CBSA-843

Ceiling: Shaped stainless steel plus central crystal 
chandelier
Rear wall: wood veneer shape center plate, titanium 
mirror stainless steel auxiliary plate
Left and right walls: wood veneer modeling center plate, 
titanium mirror stainless steel auxiliary plate
Handrail: Hairline stainless steel handrail
Car bottom: marble / PVC mosaic



www.cbsa.ltd

CBSA-847 CBSA-848

Ceiling: stainless steel mirror hollow plate and 
white transparent plate, with stainless steel frame
Car wall: titanium, mirror, etching, hairline, and 
pattern
Armrest: Stainless steel tube titanium triple 
combination
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic

Ceiling: mirror surface, etched stainless steel
Auxiliary board: Hairline stainless steel
Ceiling: stainless steel frame, middle arched art 
board
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble floor

CBSA-846

Ceiling: Titanium mirror stainless steel, downlight 
illumination, circular image plate in the middle.
Side wall and rear wall
Center plate: Titanium mirror mirror etching stainless 
steel.
Auxiliary plate: Titanium mirror mirror etching stainless 
steel.
Armrest: Titanium hairline stainless steel flat armrest.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet floor.



www.cbsa.ltd

CBSA-849 CBSA-850

Ceiling: stainless steel mirror hollow plate and 
white transparent plate, with stainless steel frame
Car wall: titanium, mirror, etching, hairline, and 
pattern
Armrest: Stainless steel tube titanium triple 
combination
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic

Ceiling: Metal baking paint, downlight lighting, 
marble pattern board
Car wall: Titanium, mirror, etching, hairline
Armrest: solid wood
Car bottom: marble floor

CBSA-SW-13

Ceiling: Imitation wood frame plus central gold foil 
supplemented by a chandelier
Rear wall: imitation marble center plate, rose gold 
etched stainless steel auxiliary plate
Left and right walls: steel plate concave and convex 
shape center plate, rose gold mirror etching
Stainless steel auxiliary plate
Car bottom: marble / PVC mosaic



www.cbsa.ltd

CBSA-852 CBSA-853

Ceiling: Mirror panel in the middle of the ceiling, 
Yake light-transmitting plates on both sides
Car wall: Hairline in the middle, mirror etching on 
both sides
Armrest: flat armrest
Car bottom: PVC floor

Suspended ceiling: soft light illumination design of 
wide image arch
Car wall: mirror, etching, hairline, 24K real gold 
plating (or titanium)
Armrest: Stainless steel tube matt short grain
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble floor

CBSA-851

Ceiling: Hairline stainless steel frame supplemented by 
acrylic spray in the middle of the downlight
Rear wall: mirror stainless steel center plate, wood grain 
color steel auxiliary plate
Left and right walls: wood grain color steel center plate, 
mirror stainless steel auxiliary plate
Armrest: Wood grain titanium armrest
Car bottom: marble mosaic / PVC mosaic
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CBSA-855 CBSA-856

Ceiling: Acrylic light-transmitting plate in the 
middle of imitation wood frame
Rear wall: imitation marble center plate, mirror-
etched stainless steel plate
Left and right walls: mirror-etched stainless steel 
plate
Handrail: Wood grain handrail
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic

Ceiling: Titanium hairline frame supplemented 
with acrylic plate in the middle of the downlight
Rear wall: Light champagne gold-plated stainless 
steel center plate with rose gold
Mirror stainless steel plate
Left and right walls: Titanium hairline etched 
stainless steel center plate plus rose gold
Mirror stainless steel plate
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic

CBSA-854

Suspended ceiling: supplemented by a rectangular 
hollow transparent lamp on a titanium gold stainless 
steel bottom plate
The column, the middle is the soft white white titanium 
stainless steel decorative strip
Light lighting design
Car wall: titanium, mirror, etching, sandblasting
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic
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CBSA-858 CBSA-859

Ceiling: Titanium mirror stainless steel frame 
supplemented by a hollow plate in the middle
Rear wall: Titanium mirror stainless steel center 
plate plus titanium etching auxiliary plate
Left and right walls: Titanium gold etching center 
plate plus titanium gold mirror auxiliary plate
Armrest: Titanium hairline armrest
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic

Ceiling: Rose gold mirror frame supplemented 
with spray pattern in the middle of the downlight
Rear wall: Rose gold mirror etched center plate 
plus titanium gold etched splicing plate
Left and right walls: Rose gold mirror etched 
center plate plus titanium gold etched splicing 
plate
Armrest: Wood grain titanium armrest
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic

CBSA-857

Ceiling: Painted steel plate imitation wood shape 
supplemented by downlight
Rear wall: Titanium mirror-etched center plate plus 
titanium hairline stainless steel plate
Left and right walls: Titanium mirror etched center plate 
plus titanium hairline stainless steel plate
Armrest: Hairline armrest
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic



www.cbsa.ltd

CBSA-861 CBSA-862

Suspended ceiling: Titanium mirror stainless steel 
frame plus central painted acrylic board
Rear wall: Titanium gold etched stainless steel 
center plate plus rose gold
Mirror stainless steel auxiliary plate
Left and right walls: Titanium gold etched stainless 
steel center plate plus rose gold
Mirror stainless steel auxiliary plate
Armrest: Wood grain titanium armrest
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic

Ceiling: Rose gold stainless steel mirror cutout 
board and white organic board.
Side wall and back wall: Center plate: rose gold, 
mirror, etching, hairline, and pattern.
Auxiliary board: mirror surface.
Armrest: Rose gold stainless steel tube triple 
combination armrest.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet 
floor.

CBSA-860

Suspended ceiling: imitation stone frame and middle 
mirror stainless steel plate
Rear wall: rose gold hairline etching center plate plus 
mirror stainless steel auxiliary plate
Left and right walls: rose gold hairline etching center 
plate plus mirror stainless steel auxiliary plate
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic
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CBSA-864 CBSA-865

Suspended ceiling: wood grain shape frame plus 
central acrylic transparent board
Rear wall: imitation marble shape
Left and right walls: imitation marble shape
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic

Ceiling: Rose gold stainless steel mirror cutout 
board and white organic board.
Side wall and back wall: Center plate: rose gold, 
mirror, etching, hairline, and pattern.
Auxiliary board: mirror surface.
Armrest: Rose gold stainless steel tube triple 
combination armrest.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet 
floor.

CBSA-863

Ceiling: Champagne blond hairline stainless steel frame 
plus middle mirror stainless steel plate
Rear wall: Champagne blond hair etched center plate 
plus mirror etching auxiliary plate
Left and right walls: Champagne blond hair etched 
center plate plus mirror etched auxiliary plate
Armrest: Hairline flat armrest
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic
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CBSA-867 CBSA-868

Ceiling: Mirror stainless steel frame plus central 
acrylic transparent plate
Rear wall: wood grain color steel plus beauty 
mirror
Left and right walls: wood decoration stitching plus 
mirror stainless steel
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC / marble mosaic

Ceiling: Rose gold stainless steel mirror cutout 
board and white organic board.
Side wall and back wall: Center plate: rose gold, 
mirror, etching, hairline, and pattern.
Auxiliary board: mirror surface.
Armrest: Rose gold stainless steel tube triple 
combination armrest.
Car bottom: 2mm thick PVC or marble parquet 
floor.

CBSA-866

Suspended ceiling: Rose-blonde border frame 
supplemented by downlights plus central acrylic 
painting
Acrylic board
Rear wall: Rose gold mirror surface etched stainless 
steel center plate, rose gold mirror surface
Stainless steel auxiliary plate
Left and right walls: Rose gold mirror etched stainless 
steel center plate, rose gold mirror
Stainless steel auxiliary plate
Armrests: rose gold hairline flat armrests



Car door series

Car door series

CBSA-701 CBSA-702 CBSA-703

Mirror / etch / hairline Mirror / etch / hairline Mirror / etch / hairline

CBSA-704 CBSA-705 CBSA-706

Mirror / etch / hairline Mirror / etch / hairline Mirror / etching / hairline 
vibration / titanium



www.cbsa.ltd
Car door series

CBSA-713 CBSA-714 CBSA-715

Gold/Mirror / etch / vibration Mirror / etch / hairline Mirror / etch / hairline

CBSA-716 CBSA-717 CBSA-718

Gold/Mirror / etch / vibration Mirror / etch / gold Mirror / etch / gold

CBSA-707 CBSA-708 CBSA-709

Mirror / etch / Gold Mirror / etch / hairline / gold

CBSA-710 CBSA-711 CBSA-712

Rose gold / Mirror / etch /hairline Mirror / etch / hairline Mirror / etch / gold

Mirror / etch / Gold
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Car door series

CBSA-719 CBSA-720 CBSA-721

Mirror / etch / hairline / gold / vibration

CBSA-722 CBSA-723 CBSA-724

Mirror / etch / rose gold

Mirror / etch / hairline / gold Mirror / etch / hairline / gold

Mirror / etch / gold Mirror / etch / rose gold

CBSA-725 CBSA-726 CBSA-727

Mirror / etch / hairline

CBSA-728 CBSA-729 CBSA-730

Mirror / etch Mirror / etch / hairline 

Mirror / etch / hairline Mirror / etch / hairline Mirror / etch / hairline
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Car door series

CBSA-731 CBSA-732 CBSA-733

Mirror / etch / hairline

CBSA-734 CBSA-735 CBSA-736

Mirror / etch Mirror / etch / hairline

Mirror / etch / vibration Mirror / etch / hairline

CBSA-737 CBSA-738 CBSA-739

Mirror / etch / hairline

CBSA-740 CBSA-741 CBSA-742

Mirror / etch / hairline 

Mirror / etch / hairline Mirror / etch / hairline Mirror / etch Mirror / etch / hairline

Mirror / etch / hairline 



www.cbsa.ltd
Car door series

CBSA-743 CBSA-744 CBSA-745

Mirror / etch / hairline

CBSA-746 CBSA-747 CBSA-748

Mirror / etch / hairline / vibration

Mirror / etch / hairline

CBSA-749 CBSA-750 CBSA-751

Mirror / etch / hairline

CBSA-752 CBSA-753 CBSA-754

Mirror / etch / hairline / vibration 

Mirror / etch / hairline Mirror / etch / hairlineMirror / etch / hairline

Mirror / etch / hairline Mirror / etch / hairline

Mirror / etch / hairline Mirror / etch / hairline / gold



www.cbsa.ltd Car door series

CBSA-755 CBSA-756 CBSA-745

CBSA-758 CBSA-759 CBSA-760

Mirror / etch / hairline

Mirror / etch / hairline Mirror / etch / hairline

Mirror / etch / rose gold

Mirror / etch 

Mirror / etch / vibration



www.cbsa.ltd

CBSA-601 CBSA-602

CBSA-603 CBSA-605

CBSA-606 CBSA-607

CBSA-608 CBSA-609

CBSA-610 CBSA-611

CBSA-612 CBSA-613

CBSA-615 CBSA-616

CBSA-617 CBSA-618
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CBSA-619 CBSA-620

CBSA-621 CBSA-622

CBSA-623 CBSA-625

CBSA-626 CBSA-627

CBSA-628 CBSA-629

CBSA-630 CBSA-631

CBSA-632 CBSA-633

CBSA-635 CBSA-636
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CBSA-637 CBSA-638

CBSA-639 CBSA-640

CBSA-641 CBSA-642

CBSA-643 CBSA-644
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CBSA-501 CBSA-502 CBSA-503

CBSA-505 CBSA-506 CBSA-507

CBSA-508 CBSA-509 CBSA-511CBSA-510

CBSA-512 CBSA-513 CBSA-515

CBSA-516 CBSA-517 CBSA-518

CBSA-519 CBSA-520 CBSA-521

CBSA-522 CBSA-523 CBSA-525



www.cbsa.ltd

CBSA-526 CBSA-527 CBSA-528

CBSA-529 CBSA-530 CBSA-531

CBSA-532 CBSA-533 CBSA-535

CBSA-536 CBSA-537 CBSA-538



www.cbsa.ltd

ESCALATOR

CBSA-301 CBSA-302

CBSA-303 CBSA-305

CBSA-306 CBSA-307

CBSA-308 CBSA-309

CBSA-310 CBSA-311

CBSA-312 CBSA-313





www.cbsa.ltd
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